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I. SPECIFICATIONS OF ENCLOSURES SHIELDING PERFORMANCE

1. INTRODUCTION

It is an extremely complicated problem to analyze the overall shielding

performance or to synthesize the shielding allocation requirement for an

aeronautical system to protect against electromagnetic interferences, such as

those of nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) and lightning. One approach to

analyze and synthesize such a problem has been developed in Reference I using

the concept of electromagnetic topology and an interaction sequence diagram,

which eventually evolves into a supermatrix equation. Under certain practical

assumptions, this supermatrix equation can be approximately solved, and the

internal signals and their upper bounds are found to be related to the exter-

nal electromagnetic environment and the shielding properties of snields. 'hat

is to say, with this approach the complicated problem is reduced to evaluating

a set of environment and shield variables.

However, there are questions that remain to be answered regarling the

approach. The electromagnetic penetration through a snield can be categorized

as either a line or an aperture penetration (the diffusion penetration is less

important for an aeronautical system with metallic surface and will not be

included-in this discussion). When the interaction sequence diag-am is con-

structed, all of the line and aperture penetration paos are modeled as
'ledges" with associated combined voltage waves (Ref. 1). While the combined

voltage waves can be easily defined along a line penetration path, there is no

clear way to incorporate the field quantities along the aperture penetration

path in the combined voltage formulation. One purpose of this report is to
.o

resolve this difficulty.

In order to use the above approach for shielding analysis and synthesis

purposes, the environment and shield variables have to be calculated or mea-
sured in a way according to their definitions described by this approach.

Unfortunately, most of the existing military standards for measuring the

shielding performance do not satisfy these definitions. For example, each

shielding variable in the approach is defined to be nearly independent of

adjacent shields, whereas the shielding effectiveness measured according to

MIL-STD-285 (Refs. 2 and 3) varies a lot with the structure inside the -_

5..



shield. Another purpose of this report is, thus, to establish certain rules

for the preparation of future military standards to measure the shielding

performance of an enclosure.

Section 1-2 summarizes the approach of Reference 1 and gives a method of

resolving difficulties in characterizing the aperture penetration. Section 1-3

presents an illustrative example. Section 1-4 explains how the shield envi-

ronment variables can be experimentally determined. Section 1-5 demonstrates

how the results in Sections 1-2 through 1-4 can be used in the shielding

design procedure for hardening an aeronautical system. Section 1-6 gives

conclusions and recommendations for future developments to bring the super-

matrix-norm approach to maturity.

2. BASIC CONSIDERATION

Aeronautic systems have many electronic components which are connected by

wires or cables, exposed to electromagnetic interferences (EMIs) either arriv-

ing from the outside electromagnetic pulse (EMP), lightning, or are system-

generated EMP (SGEMP) or EMI. These interferences may damage or upset the

circuit components. The vulnerability to these interferences may be reduced

by reducing the electromagnetic coupling to the connecting wires, limiting the

propagation of the interferences to the components, and/or, or course,

increasing the components' damage or upset threshold. These protection

schemes -an be implemented with hardening fixes on surfaces separating one

layer (or sublayer) from the other. This subsection defines parameters (or

variables) characterizing the shielding surfaces and discusses the relation-

ship of these parameters to the overall shielding performance.

a. General discussion--Reference I gave a supermatrix equation for calcu-

lating the signal responses inside an aeronautical system due to an electro-

magnetic interference. The first step in deriving the supermatrix equation is

to construct a topological diagram for the electronic system (Fig. 1) and then

to draw a corresponding interaction sequence diagram (Fig. 2). The interac-

tion paths in the diagram include all the important penetration paths through

apertures and along conducting wires. The vertices and edges of the interac-

tion sequence diagram are similar to the junctions and tubes of a transmis-

sion-line network (Ref. 4).

6.-
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Thus, a supermatrix equation can be obtained which is similar to the

transmission-line network equation that was obtained in Reference 4. That is,.

Equation 1 (with the tubes shrinking to zero length),

n,m u,v n,m u,v n u
-.. 4

=(n,mlu,v) C ((n)u

:((Snm)uv)((Vs) u)s ((En)u) (1)

where u and v, which can be further partitioned to correspond to the levels of

the hierarchical topology (Ref. 1), are indices for the waves (Wu, Wv) on the

edge (or tube) of the interaction sequence diagram (each edge has two waves

propagating in opposite directions); n, m are indices for the individual wire

or penetration path inside the edges; - is to indicate complex frequency-

domain quantities; and • means generalized dot multiplication as defined by

Equation 3.4 of Reference 1. The symbols are defined in the glossary. A

short description concerning how Equation I is derived is given in Appendix A.

Also,

i ) ) identity supermatrix"n,m u,v

i n,m)u,v) interaction supermatrix

--((n,m)uv) - ((Sn,m)u,v) (2)

Sn,m)u,v) scatter ng suermatrix with (_'m)u' v

which scatters W wave into W wave
v u

(En)u) source supervector

:n)u combined voltage vector of wave Wu

Z ( )) (3) ""
C +)U n U

8
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u combined voltage source vector for W

S(v() + (Z ( )U
Sn U cn,mU Sn U

Zn )mu E normalization impedance matrix for W
n,m )

+))u' (li+))u true voltage and current vectors on the surface

containing W with "+" indicating the current 4s

positive in the oropagating direction of W (Fig. 3)

())u I(+)) voltage source vector and current source
n u vectors forWu, with + indicating that the

voltage is positive when it increases with the

propagating direction of WU and the current is

positive when it 'lows into the edge (Fig. 3)

After solving for ((Vn)U) from Equation I, the true voltage and current

can be obtained from the two combined propagating voltages waves.

To carry out the above calculation for a complex system is tedious and

time-consuming. A more important practical approach is to introduce reason-

able assumptions and approximations so that the equations can be simplified

and the signal upper bounds inside the system can be estimated. Reference I

uses the good shielding approximation.

b. Good shielding approxi,.ation and signal upper bounds--Based on the

structure of the identity and scattering supermatrices, the interaction super-

matrix is block tridiagonal at the layer level of partition. That is, with

indices X, n for layers and u - a,X, v - B,n.

(n m~uv E ((nm ) ((On for IX-n I 2, (5)(~ ,v ((I , 1 ,n n,m a,3)~

'When the combined voltage source vector ((sC is nonzero only in the
n

outermost layer (X 1), Equation 1 can be solved using the good shielding

i~9



W
u

+

H U U

: ((+)\ Zcnm~n n ,m(Vn)u n iu +  ~ ( u n (()un

\a. Combined voltage

Wu

( ) (usn  U n - "

(Vs)u= (VS ))u + 2CUn,m u . (+s) -n n n , --n

(b) Combined source voltage

Figure 3. Sign conventions for the real voltages and currents used in the
definitions of (a) the combined voltage and (b) the combined source
voltage.

* approximation. The good shielding approximation is imposed by assuming that

the off-diagonal blocks of the interaction supermatrix are small in the norm

sense (for a description of the norm concept, see Refs. 5 and 6) compared to

those of diagonal blocks. Physically, the good shielding approximation thus

uses the assumption that the combined voltages of an outer layer are not

influenced by those of its inner layers. The solution is, with the step-by-

step procedure working from the bottom of the supermatrix equation,

10
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When the source vector is nonzero in an inner layer or in more than one layer,

the complete solution can still be obtained using the Equation 6 solution by

applying superpositions and topological inversions (Ref. 7).

When there are decoupled sublayers within a layer the above approximate

result can be carried one step further. In this case, all that is needed is

to include interaction matrices associated with the paths connected between

the interested sublayers in Equation 6 (Ref. 1).

The signal upper bounds can be calculated from Equation 6 by using the

norm concepts as follows:

11 ((Vn }-{,0 11 T (nmr,)!,,£) 1l(Im WBxx,~,II:

w{(n,m) ,)l 11" l((n,m)a,d1l,l11 1I(qSn Wl1l (7)

Various vectors and their induced-natural matrix norms can be used, depending

on what the quantity of interest is. For example, if the current or voltage

upper bound on an individual wire is desired, the maximum norm (Holder norm L

with p + -) should be used; if the maximum energy transferred to a volume is

desired, the Euclidean norm (p = 2) (see the last formula of Eq. 8) should be

used. If the quantity is intended for assessing a black box by comparing with
Is -

a "black box failure norm, then the 1-norm (i il) should be used (Ref. 8).

For the maximum (1 u1) and Euclidean (a 12) norms, only the 2-norms for the

terms on the right-hand side of Equation 7 need to be considered because

(()) Il((n) )2 'unless the maximum norms give a tighter upper

bound and are easier to calculate.

The properties of matrix and vector norms can be found in References 5 and

6. Some useful properties for the following discussion are

S((In,in)_(A n,m) - 11- i_1 (A n,m)11 -I, if JI(A n,m) 11 -1

1~ 1u.](An,, - l 1-11 (An~ ) ll} 1  if 11 (Anm  - .1

n ,ii n.ml
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IAn  
: , = maxn ,m '-fl ,if

i/pn o E Vn! P

nn

max f'V " for p-- (8)
n

where "t" represents the conjugate transpose and p{} means the spectral

radius. Certain norm relations derived from the above equation, which are

particularly useful for the scattering supermatrix considerations, can be

found in Reference 9.

Having derived Equations 6 and 7, the influence of each block matrix on

the signal response can be quantitatively considered. The diagonal block

matrices (the inverse matrices), contain the information on the reflection

coefficients of the shields. The off-diagonal block matrices bear the signa-

tures of the transmission coefficients of the shields and.are the main quanti-

tites to reduce internal signals. Since the off-diagonal block matrices are

essentially constructed from the transmission coefficients of various ports of

entry (POEs), the first step is to evaluate the various POE transmission

coefficients. The evaluation of the transmission (reflection) coefficient for

a line POE is straightforward. The evaluation of an aperture POE's transmis-

sion coefficients requires further consideration.

c. Scattering matrix for aperture penetration--One way to bypass the

difficulty of evaluating the scattering matrix elements associated with aper-

ture penetrations is to neglect the less important field-to-field interac-

tion. In doing this, all the edges in the interaction sequence diagram,

except those belonging to the outermost layer, are the conducting wires. The

more important field-to-wire (which will be considered only for the outermost

shield) and wire-to-wire interactions through an aperture can be taken into

account by introducing additional sources on the wires in the inner layer.

The effect of these additional sources can be shown to be equivalent to the

introduction of appropriate scattering (transmission) matrices. To elaborate

this point further consider the two interaction mechanisms separately.

13
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(1) Wire-to-wire interaction through aperture--First, consider Figure

4 in which the subshield has an aperture in it and the wires interact through

the aperture. To calculate the aperture transmission coefficient, consider

Figure 5, the equivalent circuit of Figure 4 for the inner wire when the inner

wire has only the outgoing wave.

From Figure 5: P

B ; A+1+  c B ; A+ 1 "
+ 2'

S 
C ; X+ a

+ A

2 T ( (+
S CA+1 S A+1 + L;x+l S +l

' + 2" TTS

Zoo~~x+1 c X  s-+ ...
+ ZL A+ CA c;

+ L 3, x+1 f ;k fc a+I S X+I (9 :"',._
2(9)

Z. +Z 7L *z +Z ()V

C ;B+ L ; x+ 1 c; X c z; X

The iuantity of interest for the upper bound transmission coefficient is

Tax ;2'"

after using the conditions that % and 2 have small imaginary

parts, and that B;X+I c

A t  3; I+ x+ I --'2 '1 s~ ;" .9,) 3;x~ 1+ /7 "

: + I ' ; - s~Ix ~ ;+ '~~l .x;,k (11)

The wire-to-wire aperture interaction can essentially oe treatea as the

line penetration by using Equations 10 and 11. When the wires are not

14
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X-layer

L -
L ;X [ ( ;X;X+i1"

(X+1)- layer

Note; The indices n,m have been omitted, because only one wire in
each layer is assumed.

7- ure 4. Schematic circuit of wires interacting through an aperture.

IS
;A c ; ;Ac1

zs

L 3 + ;X~ ,+ cB ;X+l

+ +.

5 5 c* O; m

i(+ )+:)A+I  X+ B ;t A+

C~ H I(+) s 1 + ) (where S eC;, + s X+l s a;A s e

m= magnetic flux linking wire

e = electric charge deposited on wire

-igure 5. Equivalent circuit schematic of Figure 4 for the inner wire when the
inner wire allows only outgoing waves.
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involved in the real line penetration, Equations 10 and 11 give the estimate

*of the transmission coefficient for the wire-to-wire interaction. In the case

that the wires interact through more than one aperture and also through the.

Sreal line penetration, all penetration effects should be combined. The trans-

mission coefficient upper bound for this case is

1+ E max 1; 21aa X+I, k;+ , s X+ ,(12)

where the superscript (L) indicates that the quantity is for the line penetra-

tion and (i) is the index for the apertures. As for the reflection coeffi-

cients in the subshield scattering matrix under the good shielding approxima-

tion and the condition that the wires are outside the exclusion regions, their

values should not be changed appreciably by the aperture. An exclusion region

is designated for good shielding practice and wires are not allowed to reside

in it. The upper-bound estimate obtained using Equation 12 can be used to

obtain the appropriate scattering 'matrix and its norm when more than one wire

on either and/or both sides of the shield are involved in the interaction

process.

The transmission coefficient derived by Equation 12 is used for a wave

definition so that the magnitude (or norm) of the combined voltage of the

incoming wave in the outer layer is not smaller than that of the outgoing

wave. This is further clarified in Appendix B where an alternative definition

of the transmission matrix is given.

(2) Field-to-wire interaction through aperture--To treat the field-

to-wire interaction through an aperture, consider the geometry shown in Figure

6. In this figure, there is an aperture in shield S1 ;2 . The field in the

outer layer (V1) will induce equivalent sources on the internal wire (Fig. ..-

7). The effect of the equivalent sources can, in turn, be expressed in terms

of an appropriate transmission coefficient.

In order to fit into the general interaction supermatrix formulation, the

transmission coefficient has to be calculated as the ratio of the combined
voltages of the internal outgoing wave to the external incoming wave. The

combined voltage for the external electric and magnetic fields is yet to be

defined. For an electrically small aperture, the electric and magnetic field

16
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interactions with an internal wire are independent of each other. Although

the choice of a normalization impedance for the combined voltage definition is

artificial in this case, the natural choice is the free space wave impedance,

Zo= VU/Co 120 nr 377 1 . With the normalization impedance of Z o and the

introduction of a length normalization factor "a", an imaginary wire can be

created for the electric and magnetic fields. The wire configuration is shown

in Figure 8. This is analogous to a plane wave incident at an angle. A

possible alternative is given in Figure 9. This, on the other hand, simulates

a plane wave propagating parallel to the surface. Both configurations give a

combined voltage of a[ sc + Z Rsc ] for the incoming waves at the shield, and

aE S
S-@+

2o aH sc U"

ZO 1;2

V

Figure 3. Example of imaginary wire configuration for the
electric and magnetic fields.

aESC

L 0 aH sc z

21;2

Figure 9. Example of an alternate imaginary wire configuration
for the electric and magnetic fields.
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give the same-internal signal responses. This imaginary wire can further be

assumed to be noninteracting with other external wires. The effect of the

interaction between the field and other external wires is taken care of by

introducing appropriate sources on other external wires.

From Figure 7 and the combined voltage definition in Figure 3a, the trans-

mission coefficient for the field-to-wire aperture interaction can be esti-

mated as follows (take X = 1):

V(+) 2+ fc T(+
a ; c,; 2 ;Z

S,; 2 , = Zo H c

7(f + Zc;2 s2 L;2 s2

*~~ 8; +a[ c + Z0  SCe;2  ;2c

2 s
c ; 2  a Z° 0 sc

z L aE + zo*1 a ZoH
ca; 2  L; 2  LSC 0 0 sc

2 ZL a E" %cs;2 s2
B;2 sc _(13)

cB; 2 +L; 2  acsc c

Here, the index a has been assigned for the incoming wave on the imaginary

field wire, and the superscript (f) for quantities coresponding to field

interaction. To proceed further in the estimate of the transmission coeffi-

cient upper bound, s and c are taken so that
sc sc

a Z sc a ; sc (14)

I c + 0 sc] a[' + 0  sc]

*These conditions are not required if the scattering matrix is defined by using

both a[tsc + Z sc ] and a[sc - Z sc] for the external combined voltages, as

described in Appendix B. This then gives
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ISB, ;2,1 I < max {21 f I; 21 ~f) 1}
where S2 1  S2,1 (15)

sf  : [a Zo 0 R "
2,1 s2Hs

-f)

'(f) Zc (f) / [a ~c] (16)
S2, 1  c6;2 s2 sc

Equation 15 can give a transmission coefficient upper bound for the field-

to-wire aperture interaction when the wires are placed immediately outside the

exclusion regions. Again, for IT~f)i the upper bound depends on the size of

the internal wire. A maximum upper bound can be obtained by using a bowl

instead of a wire for the internal circuit. Equation 15 can be used for

calculating the scattering matrix and its norm when there is more than one

wire and more than one aperture involved in the interaction process. In the

case that the internal wire goes in both directions away from the aperture,

the single wire should be treated as two wires, similar to that given in
Appendix B where an alternative transmission coefficient definition for the

aperture penetration is given.

d. Source vectors--It is appropriate at this point to discuss the config-

uration for the outermost layer, especially the source vectors. For field .

penetration through an aperture, the circuits for the imaginary wire are given

in Figures 8 and 9. Similar circuits can also be obtained for a wire exposed

to a source environment. The exposed wire acts as an antenna on which

voltages and/or currents can be induced. The effect of the antenna on the
connected shield and internal wires can be represented by either a Thevenin or

Norton equivalent circuit (Fig. 10). With the introduction of an appropriate

normalization impedance, the circuit can be easily incorporated into the

supermatrix formulation for estimation of the associated source vectors and
scattering matrix elements.

The circuit elements in the equivalent circuits of Figure 10 can be analy-

tically or experimentally determined. Their values will depend on the source

environment and the wire structure. The techniques for their determination

and the results for certain special antenna structures can be found in several

books and papers (for example, Ref. 10).
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~gur~ -O. £uivaient circuits :or an external wire exposed to an electro-
magnetic source.
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EMP
V1

lightning

S 1;2:

Figure 11. Illustrative example topological diagram.

3. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

The illustrative example given in this subsection demonstrates how the

basic ideas described in Section 1-2 can be used. The topological diagram of

the example is shown in Figure 11. This example has a relative shielding

order of 2 (Ref. 7) and is therefore relatively simple. Nevertheless, the
demonstration can be easily extended to a more complicated system. The exter-

ior layer (VI) in the example corresponds to the location of various important

electromagnetic interference sources, such as EMP, lightning, etc. The inner-

most layer (V3) contains sensitive and critical electronics. Of course, the
innermost layer can also include strong interference sources (such as trans-
mitting equipment) and equipment carrying signals that are not intended to be

detected in the exterior layer. In this case, a topological inversion can be

applied to transform the innermost layer to the exterior and vice versa, so

that a similar topological diagram can be obtained. For this reason, only the

case with an electromagnetic interference source in the exterior layer need be

discussed.

22
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IW IW W1;1;1;1;2"-W3

J W --O.W
I 1;1;1;2;2*-*shrunk 1;1;1;1;3 "I cz;X

W1;1;1;3 ;1  | 1;1;1 ;3;24-)W5 W
5 or;' T; ';P X>

1 I 3 W5  I w7 i
I oI 11 i

W 3 L

W W 4  W6  W+
t2 I wG $ 8

W2 ; 1; 1 3; 1  v-,2 ;1 ;1;1;3

S I W2;I ;1 2 -W 4

V 1;2 S2 3  V3

Figure 12. Corresponding interaction sequence diagram for illustrative
topological diagram example shown in Figure 11.

a. General solution--Figure 11 shows that both shields allow aperture and

line penetrations. The locations of the penetration points (Fig. 11) show

that the aperture penetrations are important only through field-wire interac-

tion for the outer shield and through wire-to-wire interaction for the inner

shield. A corresponding interaction sequence diagram is given in Figure 12

which shows that there are either one or two tubes in each layer and two

combined voltage waves propagating on each tube. Except for the outermost

tube which includes two wires, one real wire and one imaginary wire to repre-

sent the external electric and magnetic field penetration, each tube has only

one wire. Using the sign convention, symbol definitions, and Equation I gives

Equation 17.

1O(vh = E) (17)

where
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- ((In,m)a,B)2,1 ((In,m)OLa)2,2 (( In,m)ot,a)1,3

(n,re) a, a)3, 1 ((In,m)c ,a)3,2 ((-In,m)a,13)3,3

1 0 -[S 1 1 ]1,2  0 : 0 0 0 0 0 0I I
0 1 0 -[ 22]1,21 0 0 0 0 0 0

I

-[S11 2,1  0 1 0 0 -[SI] 2 4  0 0 0 0

o -[S2212,1 0 I 0 -S212,4  0 0 0 0

- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - L -- - - -

0 1 -S0 0

13 3,
1 -$ 21 3 , 1  0 0 0 0 0 0

.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .- 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 :-I 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 -6,5 0 -

----- ------------------------------- ------------------------ --------------

0 0 0 0 0 0 -s7, 5  0 1 -$7

0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 - 8 ,7
m= m=2 m= m= 2

v=l v=2 v=3 v=4 v=5 v=6 v=7 v=8

' ' a'=2 o'zI ay'=2 a'= a':2 cy'=I a'=2

_ p3= , I=I'-3 'I

n=2 n=3 (18)

where c,6 -- o,cy', T,-' ;Z,Z'; , '
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[V2 ]1

n )(V) )2 V

V 7

W (19)

or

i ' l( s a,;:
i( n(20)

f((Et)i)2( nm , )

n )3 n ..
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and

• n 2 %i
EV s 12

2

S ot)20

where, in order to have the simple representations of Equations 18, 19, and

20, the n,m indices (inside the square brackets) are used only for the wires

in the. outermost layer, and the indices outside the square brackets and those

unbracketed variables are referred to the waves, i.e., in

x,, are respectively referred to the wire index (n or m) in the outermost

layer and the wave index (u or v). The corresponding partitioned indices

according to the levels of the hierarchical topology are given in Figure 12.

Here, the zero-tube-length assumption has been used, and hence the layer

* propagation matrices are identity matrices. For a tighter bound estimate,

So.suitable delay and/or decay factors should be included in the above formula-

tion.

h. Good shielding approximation and signal upper bound--After imposing

the good shielding assumption, the approximate solution to Equation 17 is

* explicitly given by

26
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1vn J3 n (nmc,)3,20

Crom which the normr relationship suitable for bounding the internal signal is

I(0n ab~ ll S11 Pn,m )a.8)3,31111 ((1n,m)ct,B) 3,211 11 ((1n,mc,) 2 ,21

11 (C"n,m)c,B) 2 ,111 11 (('n,r)L,a)2i11 1I ((n'm a,0)i,1I 11 ((is n)CL)jll (23)

As mentioned in Section 1-2, there are various methods to obtain bounds
for the norms in Equation 23. The most straightforward method is to consider
the 2-norms for the terms on the right-hand side of Equation 23. From this
consideration,

* I ~ ~fl)3l 2< (( n,m )a,S)3,211 2 11 (Pf,mk1a)2,111 2j

1 ((n~ma.0)3,311 2 1-1((Sn,m ac,08)2,211 2

Sn~m~i ~ iI 2 (c~ )J1 2 (4
1 (11 n,rn)a,8)j,111 2 n~

Equation 24 was obtained by using T)=(1) - (),j~)x2 1 , and
i1((I (A ))-II as given in Equation 8. The expression, II( ) ii4n,m n,m X'X 2
is true under certain restrictive conditions, such as when (2 )X is a diagonal
matrix with equal positive real elements, and is a consequence of the conser-

*vation of energy (Refs. 5 and 9). More general conditions will be worked out
* in the future.

With the interaction (scattering) supermatrix given in Equation 18, Equa-

tion 24 becomes
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max(V 51;iV 611 < ,Vs12 + 1Zi- 1Is5,31
1-nmax{I s,61 ;1S'6,s1

/I S113,112 + Ij 2 3, 1 12

1-max(1s3,4;194,31 "

max{([S11 1,21;I(. 22 1,21;I [1 112 ,11;ES 2212,11) } 2

-max{IS 1131, 21;IE[S 2211,21;lESgl] 2,11;1[E 222 ,11 I (25)

The upper bound given in Equation 25 becomes infinity when any one of the

reflection coefficients (i.e., those with Iu-vI = 1) equals ±1. For this

situation, alternative bounding procedures should be employed on
(n) 1 in Equation 23. One such procedure is to first perform the

matrix inversion before bounding the norm. For the example considered here,

this procedure gives

max{ 71;1V81} - 4v 71+1 8 I <  2/s1 7 ,51 8/ ESl] 3 ,11 + I[§213,11-
1 s7,81 1g8,71 1-.3,41 1 s6,5' .'

X1mxV4 (0s n )OLi1) (26)

1-max{ES11 1,2 [$1112,1 1;4tS 2211,2  E$2212,1 1} (2

In obtaining Equation 26, the following relation has also been used (Ref. 9)

(Ann m) 2 (nm (27)

where N is the number of columns of the square matrix (An,m).

Equation 26 clearly shows that the most effective approach to reduce the
internal signal upper bound is to decrease the transmission coefficients

, 1 ]3,11, I[213,11, and P7,5. These transmission coefficients and the

other reflection coefficients have all been defined in Subsection 2. More

* specifically,

28
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is751 transmission coefficient at S2;3 due to both wire-to-wire

aperture penetration and line penetration (ISLI)

m7a 7,5 ,21Vs 1 2- 28)

[$11,119 I[S213,1 --- transmission coefficients at S1;2 due to

field-to-wire aperture and line penetrations, and

.4LS - 2 IT1[gi 3,11z + I[S213,1lz  .-

(29)

max 4va:()2)

Here, the subscripts of s~ i$ and (f) refer to layers (Eqs. nan

I[SI 1,2I, [$22]1,2 - reflection coefficients 3t the termination

junction in V1 (see Figs. 8, 9, and 10) for the imaginary

and real wires, respectively.

iL 1]2,1I, E[s22]2,11 - reflection coefficients at S1 ;2 for the

wires (one real wire and one imaginary wire) in v

I S3,41, IS6,51 E reflection coefficients at S,;2 and S2;3 ' respec-

tively, for the wire in V2

S, 1S871 reflection coefficients at *32;3 and the termination

junction for the wire in '

Experimental methods leading to the determination of these shielding coeffi-

cients are discussed in Section 1-4.

For the discussion of the source vector in Equations 25 and 26, the wire

arrangement in Figures 5a and 6b will be used. Thus,
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(a[E sc + Z HSC]N

Z Sc /
(1n . .2= (a- cZo .H5 :]N?

C SC / 2\s Wil 2

- 2 I1/2 "

< ,2"{a 2[IEsc +Z0 isc ]2  c IscI } (30)

where Zc is the normalization impedance for the real wi-e and

g 11]2 ,1  1, [311]1,2 = 0 (31)

for the imaginary wire.

4. DETERMINATION OF INTERACTION (SCATTERING) SUPERMATRIX ELEMENTS FOR LINE
AND APERTURE PENETRATIONS

Sections 1-2 and 1-3 concluded that an internal signal upper bound can be

estimated once the scattering matrices of the shields, the termination

junctions, and the source environment are known. Methods for determining the

scattering matrix elements are discussed in this section.

a. Scattering matrix for line penetration--The scattering matrix for the

line penetrations through a shield is defined through the combined voltages

via (see Eq. 2 and Fig. 13)

• .. I(((V +))c ) , - ((Z n,m) )( (I+ ),

::: ~ ~~((+)) )++(Z/n I( )
n n,m)3 X + n 6X +I1

Sn,m)dot) ,,(n,m ot',8),,+ n(V+) X((c )m n OL

nrm

,32)
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V V

W Wu W W - W W
I;T;Y,;3 ;A u cs;A L3;A+I V v;21;+

N1 wires N X+1t
r+)wires

- U(Z 
'c )

n,m
((Zcnm )cdX cn ,m &+ 1

W2;-u;g;3;X +Wu+i +W aI W WvA+4-+ W2 ;-';V'1A+1

Figure 13. Schematic of wire bundle penetrating a shield.

source

n X + n 1+1 n A+ 1

+ 
+

probe

repeat N4-N+ times
with source
driving one wire
each time

Figure 14. Experimental setup to estimate scattering matrix associated
with wire bundle penetrating through a shield.
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where

US( S a 1 (S Iu nm~u+I , v (33)

(n,m) , (( n,m)a + 1 n,m v,u n,m v,v+ /

if the wave indices (Figs. 13 and 14) are used.

The definition of the combined voltages clearly requires that the charac-

teristic impedance matrix (C n,m) of the wires be known. For a multiwire

case, the determination of (Z c ) might be difficult, if not impossible.
n ,m

However, at this moment, the assumption that (Zn ) is known will be made.

Equation 32 shows that there are (N X + N,+I) scattering matrix coeffi-

cients to be determined if there are NX and NX+ 1 wires, respectively. If

certain voltage and/or current sources are applied to the wire systems and

voltage and current responses are measured on all the wires, then the

(NX + N +I) equations can be obtained for the scattering matrix coeffi-

cients. That is to say, in order to completely determine the scattering

matrix (N + NX+) such tests need to be performed independently. One way to

accomplish this is to apply the source to one wire for each test (Fig. 14).

The number of independent experiments can be reduced, with certain a priori

knowledge about the shields. For example, if the shield is symmetric and

satisfies reciprocity, the required experiments can be cut by one-half.

In the case where there is only one wire on each side, Equation 32 takes

the following form (Fig. 13)

X ) - Z X

• + ~ (+) /V+,X+l+ ZBX+I 1 X+l

A'aX ',';A,A+l ; c. a; ;

(34)

3,L X+ I,+ 'X a 8" X+l X ; X+I .-.
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where

'a O. Su + u u + 9v +
- ~(35) ..

Sa;X+l X 3, S'; A+,+l) ( v,u v,v (35)

if the wave indices are used. The scattering matrix can be determined from

the experiments shown in Figure 15 and solving some linear aligeoraic equa-

tions. In the case that the wires can be disconnected, the process of solving

the linear equations can be avoided by performing a somewhat different experi-

ment. Such experiments are shown in Figure 16. The experiment in Figure 16

results immediately in
(4.) - , ( ) ,x

CLX c CLu( +1 lu CL e[ "
gu +lU Sg , X. (+) - .i.+

c ,X c;X { (+) -n

3 X+I c SA1

j 4 
+

"(8, X+l 'c N ; X+l(36
+ Zlv,u : S,a;X+l,X : (36) 2;

S; + 1  0,+I

vnile The exper4ment in :;yure 4c -esults "n

V(+) -

5*4lv1 c, c&\ { ;(~ -, Ca -

3 L ; X c 3 l;1 ;.,

B ;l ca;,I AV(+ z

a c a; S +.

S ca;A
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repeat experiment
S +with source

V V~ driving right-hand

Note Th inice n~mnav sen oitte beaus onyioe wireinec ar

is~ asumd

Figure 15. Schematic of experimental setuo for estimating the scattering
matrix for the single wire line penetration.

4-

disconnected disconnected

Figure 16. An alternative experimental 5etuo 'For estimating 'he sc3at<7--.
matrix for single wire line :)enetratlon ,jith1 Mires icnl:%.

IA

= disconnected
disconnected

Figur_ IT. Another disconnecitea wire 31ternatve C xer~mernta ,j
mating the scattering matrix or single wire 'e~nti
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I.I

+
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+ II(
(ZL )- Ln

S("Cn,m )U

+

i

((Znma)

W c , , Ct W U + 1 W W 2 ;. u; Z,; 3 ; ,\

Figure 18. Terminating junction schematic.

The experimental setups in Figures 16 and 17 can also be extended to multiwire

cases.

b. Scattering (reflection) matrix for termination junction--A termination
junction can be considered as a shield which does not allow signal penetration

into the next layer. The discussion in Section I-4a is thus applicable to a

junction. This case simply gives [instead of Eq. 32 (see Fig. 18)]

n cI ,m O
-(cn ,m')

((Sn,m)',, ,. (R Zn,m ((i+)))] (38)
:.i L
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where ( ( n,m)u+1,u if the wave indices are used. The reflec-

tion matrix can be determined by performing experiments similar to those shown

in Figures 13 through 17, but with the wires in the (X+I) layer discarded.

When the loading impedance is known, this reflection matrix can also be

calculated analytically by

USn,m u+l,u (n,m O, , ( ) X"N

- (Z n )+((Z ) )] [( ~ )-((Zcnm)a) ] ,39)Ln,m )+((zcn,m ) L (Z Ln,m n,m 9

Equation 39 is particularly useful for estimating the reflection matrix ele-

ments associated with small antennas at the outermost layer where the input

impedances (7L ) of the antennas are known.
n,m

c. Scattering matrix for wire-to-wire aperture penetrations--When the

shield of Figure 13 has apertures-, the scattering supermatrix derived for the

line penetration has to be modified. Section 1-2 showed that only the off-

diagonal blocks (namely, the transmission matrices) need modification. For

upper-bound estimates, only two experimental setups are needed for each aper-

ture to determine the maximum of 17(+ ) IT(+)l and IT(+ ) /V(+) (see Eq. 10).

The results can then be used for all the scattering matrix elements associated

with wires interacting through an aperture.

The experiments shown in Figure 19 can be performed by using wires not

associated with the system, thereby avoiding the necessity of shorting and/or

disconnecting the wires in the system. The experiments are also arranged with

the wires immediately outside the exclusion regions to obtain the maximum

allowable interaction. The exclusion regions should be at least one maximum

aperture linear dimension away from the aperture. The effect of the aperture

on the current and voltage on the excitation wire can then 5e neglected.

Using the experimental results thus obtained, the upper bounds of the

scattering matrix elements can be calculated by Equation 10.

The quantities 17s+) /T(+;l and 1 /V(t)l can also be analytically
sX+1 XXla;

estimated, provided that the maximum electric (a ) and magnetic (m-
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wi re

A-aye r

~~2X /exclusion region

A X+

b ''S+ 1 vary wire locations until

..- maximum j (+) / (+

wieis obtained S~
wi re(+)

Iot,_: The indices n~m have been omitted, because only one wire in each
7ayer 4s assumed.

(a) Magnetic fied penetration.

wire (or bowl)

exclusion region

S

vary wire (or bowl)

locations until maximum

wire (or bowl)isotne

(b) Electric field penetration.

Figure 19. E.xoerimental setuns for estimating the scattering matrix elements
associated with the wires involved in the wire-to-wire aoerture
penetrations.
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polarizabilities are known. In Figure 19, if the exclusion regions are

hemispheres (with radius R of the exclusion region > maximum linear aperture

dimension), these quantities are approximately (Ref. 10)

/ ~~2sE ____

S a n R2 n[2R/r]

S14

(+) /__+)____R2_

S+ 1 ; 2rTR2 I''(40)

where ro is the radius of the wire in the (X+1)-layer in the experimental

setup and should be greater than those of the wires in the actual system

involved in the aperture interaction process. An alternative analytical

estimate can also be obtained based on the maximum electric and magnetic

fluxes penetrating an aperture. The estimate is given by

/ Is Eo A/R I

s t I 0s A m/[2R]l 
(41)

where A is the area of the aperture and Am is the maximum magnetic flux

J(mr) penetration factor defined via A. = S/(UoRsc)for a circular aperture

with radius = R/2, Am = R2/4). The first equation in Equation 41 can be used

as the approximate result for the case when bowls are used in the electric

field interaction experiment.

d. Scattering matrix for field-to-wire aperture penetrations--Section 1-2

showed that the field-to-wire interaction through an aperture (which is impor-

tant only in the outermost shield) can be treated by introducing an additional

imaginary wire in the outer layer. Additional scattering matrix elements must

be included because of the introduction of this wire. The upper bound of the

additional scattering matrix elements can be estimated by Equation 13.

Equation 13 is similar to Equation 10. Therefore, most arguments raised

in Section I-4c are applicable here. The experiment setups shown in Figure 20
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IV

exclusion region

SC

Sc

vay ire S1 ;2  i
s2 vary wire location

until maximum
V IVs/Hsc is obtained

wire

v(f )  (f) [aZ ~ ]I
s2,1 s2 0 sc

Note: The indices n,m have been omitted because there is only one
wire in V

(a) Magnetic field penetration.

exclusion region
Vd

S
1;2

2 vary. wire (or bowl)
lqcatlon until maximum
1 Acs is obtained

"2 wire (or bowl)

(f)
Sf)1f) [aE sc
s2,1 c ;2 '2

(b) Electric field penetration.

Figure 20. Experimental setups for estimating the scattering matrix elements
associated with the wires involved in the field-to-wire field
aperture penetrations.
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can be used for determining the upper-bound estimates of I,;21I in Equa-

tion 13. The sources required in the experiments are uniform electric and/or

magnetic fields near the aperture when the aperture is covered with

conductor. This can be accomplished by performing the experiments in a

special finite intermediate nuclear EMP simulator (FINES) (see Ref. 11).

Formulas similar to Equations 40 and 41 can be obtained for this type of

interaction as, with a = R,

M2 s Fo ae
[1 )2 / [REsc] 2 Rn2e
s sc R n[2R/r

0

/r [R Z ] i i or A (42)
s / 0 ZHsc I

and

/2 [R~] s 0QA/Rj

S. [R Z 0H Sc 1 s' AM/ [R Z 0]1 (43)

The discussions in Sections I-4c and I-4d neglected possible resonances of the

cavity formed by two adjacent shields (i.e., shield-to-shield interactions for

the field are neglected). One way to include the resonance effect is to

perform the experiments with both shields present.

5. USE OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULT IN SHIELD DESIGN PROCEDURES

Having related the signal responses to the electromagnetic sources in

terms of norms of shield scattering matrices and having established methods to

estimate these norms, the process can then be used to analyze and synthesize

(or design) shields in a system. Only the design (or synthesis) aspect is

addressed here.

There are two kinds of system shielding designs that may be encountered.

One is for a system still on the drawing board, and the other is for an
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existing system requiring shielding improvement (i.e., hardening). The

existing system might not allow the freedom of changing the layer

configuration and, therefore, the only possibility of hardening the system may

be to alter the shield characteristics by implementing hardening fixes at the

shields. This section addresses how the results obtained in previous sections

can be used in the shielding design for an existing system. The discussion

will also be useful in the shielding design of a new system.

a. General procedure--A shielding design procedure was laid down in

Reference 1. The procedure is duplicated in Steps I through 9 with minor

modifications and additions.

(1) Consider some elementary topology defined to at least sublayer

level (e.g., Fig. 1).

(2) Identify the sources in each sublayer corresponding to electro-

magnetic environments of interest.

(3) Identify the allowable maximum signal levels in each sublayer of

concern associated with each electromagnetic environment.

(4) Identify the paths, Pn' associated with each pair of source

sublayers (Step 2) and response sublayer (Step 3) of concern.

(5) Allocate shielding along each Pn path so that the sources (Step

2) produce no more response than allowed in sublayers (Step 3).

(6) Partition the shielding along each Pn path among the correspond-

ing subshields encountered on the Pn path. This gives maximum

allowable values to the norms of each corresponding subshield

transmission and reflection matrix.

(7) For each subshield, consider all Pn paths that pass through it.

Choose the transmission and reflection matrix norms to be the

least values for all Pn in Step 6.

(8) Perform experiments to select subshield hardening approaches

satisfying the transmission and reflection matrix norm require-

ments established in Step 7.

(9) Write specifications for subshield hardening requirements.
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b. Example--To demonstrate how to use the shielding design procedure

duplicated in the previous subsection, consider the example discussed in

Subsection 1-3. For simplicity, each subshield in the example is assumed to

have only one line and one aperture penetration. The relationship between the

sources and responses is then given in Equation 26. The shielding design

procedure proceeds as follows [see corresponding step number under General

Procedure (Subsection I-5a)].

(1) The topological and interaction sequence diagrams are shown in

Figures 11 and 12.

(2) The sources (EMP, lightning, etc.) exist only in V1 , and are

assumed not to be greater than 104 V,i.e.,

I((V;)i)I 2 / a'a2[ Esc +zo H scil2+Ic sc 2 2

0 (V) (4)

(3) The signal responses of concern are in V3 . The maximum allowable

combined voltage is assumed to be 100 mV, i.e.,

< 100 (MY) (45)

(4) There is only one path (each shield along the path has two

penetrations).

(5) From Steps 2 and 3 of the general procedure, the shields along

the path must reduce the signal levels by at least 5 orders of

magnitude (104 10-1, 100 dB).

(6) There are various ways to satisfy the overall shielding require-

ment established in Step 5 of the general procedure. Take

[ ss]1,2 1 = 0.5 in Equation 26 which is determined mainly by the

structure of the external protruding wire (or antenna), ind
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[I 3, 7t 1 which is determined by the loading impedance. Then,

one possible way to satisfy the overall shielding requirement is

to have

I [S 2 2 12 ,1 < 1

I 3 ,4 1 S 6, 5 1 - 57,8 1 0-.

1 ,- 5 + ax 2 ; 2i < 2 x 10 - 5
,3, 53, 2  -

[Sl]3,l12+1 [S2]3,1 12

< k[ 3112+ 1 21)max 4IV(f)12; 4 1
( f  2 < 10-  (46)

s2, 1  ' 2, 1

It should be emphasized that except for v, is , and Ts ,

where indices are referred to layers, all the outermost indices

for the variables are referred to as waves. If it turns out this

set of values is difficult to achieve with available hardening

fixes, other sets of values may work.

(7) Step 7 of the general procedure should be skipped since there is

only one path.

(8) Perform experiments with various hardening fixes (such as fil-

ters, arrestors along the wires, and wire meshes at the aperture)

to select the ones satisfying the requirements established in

Step 6 of the general procedure.

(9) Write specifications for the proven hardening approach.

6. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded that the bounding methodology presented here suffers from

several restrictive features and thus leaves grounds for improvement. This

leads to the following recommendations for future developments.
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a. Optimization of normalization impedances--The normalization impedances

are required in the definition of the combined voltages which in turn are the

basic quantities in the discussion. For the internal wires, the natural

quantities to use for the normalization impedances are their characteristic

impedances. These characteristic impedances indicate how the wires interact

among themselves. Determination of the characteristic impedances for a com-

plicated system could be nearly impossible. On the other hand, for the exter-

nal wires in V1 , the use of the normalization impedances to construct the

combined voltages is completely artificial. If too large or too small a

normalization impedance is used, the norm will give an inaccurate conclusion

(for example, if %c is infinitely large for the source vector of Eq. 30, then

the source vector information for the field coupling through the aperture will

be lost).

For these reasons, one inevitable question would be: "What are the opti-

mal normalization impedances that should be used to make the bounding method-

ology simple and accurate?" For an order-of-magnitude estimate, the use of a

diagonal normalization matrix with the diagonal elements in the order of

100 r could be a reasonable choice. However, its validity or the choice of

other values so that a tighter bound can be obtained requires further consid-

eration.

b. Optimization of length parameter in characterization of field aperture

penetration--Section 1-2 showed that the length parameter "a" is required in

defining combined voltages for the field-to-wire interactions through an

aperture. This length parameter is artificial. In the case where there is

only aperture interaction through the outermost shield, the use of an arbi-

trary "a" should be acceptable. On the other hand, in the case where the

shield allows both line and aperture penetrations, an inadequate "a" value

might give an inaccurate emphasis on the aperture penetration. A reasonable

value for this length parameter might be the linear dimension of the aper-

ture. This conjecture requires further consideration.

c. Shield-shield interaction--The zero tube-length approximation was used

to simplify the scattering matrix formulation. By doing so, the shield-shield

(or subshield-subshield) interaction and the propagation behavior between

shields are excluded from the formulation. The exclusion might result in
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loose upper bound estimates and inaccurate resonance phenomena. The formula-

tion to include the shield-shield interaction and the propagation behavior

between shields requires further consideration.

d. Diffusion penetration--When the part of a shield that allows for

diffusion penetration covers only an electrically small region, the diffusion .*

penetration can be treated as an aperture penetration. When the region is

electrically large, an alternative approach needs to be sought.

e. Time-domain consideration--The signal bounding has been discussed in

the complex frequency domain, or for continuous-wave (CW) signals. For a

transient electromagnetic interference such as EMP or lightning, the time-

domain consideration is also needed. In principle, it can be obtained from

the frequency-domain consideration. For example, in the time-domain the

matrices in Equations 6 and 7 resulting from the good shielding approximation

will become convolution operators. For a more general case, there may be even

nonlinear time-domain operators.
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II. EXPERIMENTS CHARACTERIZING THE SHIELDING PERFORMANCE OF ENCLOSURES

1. INTRODUCTION

This section documents the results of the second phase of an effort

intended to achieve a quantitative characterization of the shielding perfor-

mance of a metal enclosure.

The first phase of this effort (covered in Section I) resulted in a theo-

retical analysis which models the interaction between the electronics inside

such an enclosure and an electromagnetic excitation source outside it. This -

second phase identifies experiments designed to test the accuracy of the model

and to furnish a measure of the shielding performance of a metal enclosure.

Two rectangular aluminum boxes (4 ft by 5 ft by 6 ft) with replaceable panels

have been constructed for this purpose.

Section I describes the quantities that must be measured to determine the

scattering matrix elements needed in the theoretical model. Experiments are

suggested in Sections 11-2 and 11-3 to measure these quantities for various

POE configurations. A number of commonly encountered line penetrations are

described in Section 11-2, while various aperture penetrations are discussed

in Section 11-3. After characterizing the various individual POEs identified

in these sections using the techniques covered in Section I, the shielding

performance of an entire enclosure can be addressed. This is done in Section

11-4, where an experimental procedure is described for characterizing the

shielding performance of the experimental enclosure for various configurations

of POEs and different arrangements of cables/electronics contained within

it. Section 11-4 also identifies theoretical calculations that need to be

performed to compare the theoretical predictions to the measured data.

2. LINE PENETRATIONS

a. Purpose--The experiments described in this section are designed to

permit measurement of appropriate parameters discussed in Section 1. They

also permit a quantitative assessment of the relative protection afforded by

the various treatments commonly applied to line penetrations. The list of

experiments given in the next subsection includes the most important penetra-

tions found in practice; it can be extended as new treatments become

available.
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The purpose of the experiments is to test the penetration treatments at a

generic level . Thus, no attempt is made to simulate an actual system. The

complexity of an actual system, either ground-based or airborne, would tend to

obscure the fundamental parameters that are of interest in the formal descrip-

tion discussed in Section I.

b. Scope--The experiments include the following:

* Setup of penetration panel for each procedure described in the
following subsection

0 Setup of instrumentation

O Performance of actual test required and recording of data

* Preliminary evaluation of data, modification of setup if deemed
appropriate, and repeat of experiment

* Reduction and evaluation of final data in light of matrix param-
eters described in Section I

c. Experimental procedure--All of the experiments can be performed as

described in Section I (e.g., see Figs. 15, 16, and 17). However, it is of

considerable interest also to measure transfer function quantities in a more

traditional manner for comparison to-the more theoretical approach discussed

in Section 1. These quantities are indicated in the figures that follow.

(1) Groundable line penetrations--The preferred treatment for a

groundable line penetration is a peripheral bond to the barrier surface. This

ideal cannot always to achieved. It is, therefore, desirable to evaluate the

following treatments:

0 Solid rod and pipe (e.g., circular waveguide penetration)
bonded to the barrier surface in the following ways

- Peripheral weld

- Pigtail clamp

- No treatment

(2) Insulated line penetrations--These are the most difficult to

evaluate in a generic sense because no two systems are alike. Two families of

insulated penetrations can be distinguished: single wire and multiple wire.

L' An example of a single wire penetration is a power line; an example of a

multiple wire is a cable bundle with many signal conductors interfacing with

an equipment unit. Experiments in this category will, therefore, evaluate
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* Single line penetration treated with a filter

* Multiple cable bundle treated with a multiple-filter pin
connector

* Zinc-oxide multipin connectors (when available)

(3) Other line penetrations--A common problem for missiles carried

aboard aircraft is the umbilical co-nector. After release from the aircraft,
the pins in this connector represent a penetration of the missile skin, unless

the connector contains a deadface mechanism. The penetration does not fall

into either of the categories mentioned in Sections II-2c(1) and II-2c(2)

because the penetration ends right at the barrier surface. It is difficult to

design an experiment that would test an umbilical connector in a generic

way. Therefore, no experiments with such connectors are planned at the

present time.

(4) Quantities to be measured--Figure 21 illustrates the solid rod

and pipe experiments. The excitation in these experiments is envisioned to be

a CW source. However, measurements could also be made in the time-domain with

a pulsed power source.

Figure 22 shows the dielectric and resistive insertion devices, while

Figure 23 shows one example of a pigtail terminaton. There are many different

ways that pigtails can be used in practice, and it will be impossible to

simulate all of them. It is suggested that two different lengths of external -

pigtails be used, and one internally terminated pigtail.

Figure 24 illustrates the power line filter and Figure 25 shows the

multiple-filter pin connector. For both of these, CW excitation is preferred,

since this permits a direct determination of the transfer function. However,

it may also be desirable to test a combination of a power line filter and a

surge arrestor, in which case a pulsed excitation is necessary (to fire the

surge arrestor).

(5) Analysis of measured quantities--The quantities measured in the

experiments will permit a detailed description of a line penetration with its

associated treatment. The description will be both in terms of traditional

transfer quantities and in terms of the transmission and reflection coeffi-

cients appropriate for the interaction supermatrix. The data will also permit

an explicit quantification of penetration treatments. This should lead to

standard ways for specifying and testing line penetration treatments.
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I TO INSTRUMENTATION

WELD
SEE DETAIL BELOW TO INSTRUMENTATION OR

BRAISE

(1) PERIPHERAL WELD (2) CLAMP WI1TH PIGTAIL (3) NO TREATMENT

Figure 21. Solid rod or pipe oenetration. For 1,2) and (3,., no attempt is
made to achieve a good bond where the oine Denetrates the wall .
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PROBE

INSULATED WIRE FILTER TO INSTRUMENTATIC.,

Meisre 1I1 and 1 2 with Z 5 Sn, 50 0, 10 ko, and 100kn

Figure 24. Insulated wire penetration with power line filter.S

TERM.INATION BOXII

CURRENT s FILTER PIN TO INSTRUMENTATION
TRANSFORMER CONNECTOR

7'1 0

LZ. includes high and low impedances

MEASURE BULK CURRENTS I IAND 12

Figure 25. Multiwire bundle with filter pin connector.
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Furthermore, the data (and the experiments) will permit an assessment of

the appropriateness of the interaction supermatrix description for actual

systems. The supermatrix approach is very attractive from a theoretical point

of view; however, it is not yet clear how the complex mathematical formalism

can be applied to the specification of practical quantities. The data

obtained in these experiments will provide answers to these questions.

d. Instrumentation requirements--The sensors and instrumentation neces-

sary for these experiments are listed below. The mention of manufacturer's

names has been avoided; many different brands of these instruments are readily

available.

(1) Sensors--The following probes are necessary for these

experiments:

* Current probes: standard clip-on or snap-on probes with a
bandwidth of at least 14 kHz to 500 MHz. It may be
necessary to use different probes for the lowest and highest
frequencies of interest. (Probes that can be used up to
1 GHz are readily available, but they cannot be used for
very low frequencies.)

(2) Instrumentation--The following instruments can be used in these

experiments:

* High-speed oscilloscopes for time-domain measurements.

* A network analyzer for CW measurements, with a range of at
least 0.5 to 500 MHz. A wider bandwidth is desirable but
may not be readily available.

* A spectrum analyzer or other radio frequency (RF) receiver
for frequency bands that are not covered by the network
analyer. This will also extend the dynamic range for single
frequency measurements.

3. APERTURE PENETRATIONS

a. Purpose--The analysis in Section I shows that only two measurements

(short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage) are required to determine

upper bounds on the scattering matrix elements appropriate for aperture coupl-

ing. Two separate coupling configurations are considered: wire-to-wire and

field-to-wire coupling through ar aperture. The measurements described in

this section will allow an investigation of these matrix elements as they

* apply to apertures of various size and shape, apertures in the form of seams

* and joints, and various types of loaded apertures. Figures 19 and 20 describe
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the measurement configurations. The diameter of the exclusion region is

assumed to be larger than the largest linear dimension of the aperture under

test.

Other measurements are described which are related to the framework of

Section I but which either violate the conditions of that framework or add

complexity to it. For example, the measurements in Section I require an

exclusion volume to be maintained at the aperture. While adherence to an

exclusion volume is certainly a good design practice, it is often impossible

to implement ke.g., aircraft wiring which is routed near windows or along the

fuselage wall). These added measurements are made with conductors located in

the exclusion volume and must be understood in a bounding sense in order to be

useful. While the bounds developed from these measurements may not be

directly relatable to the vector norms described in Section 1, they must be

investigated as an alternative for use in situations where a proper exclusion

volume cannot be established or maintained.

b. Scope--The experiments described in this section include unloaded

apertures of the following shapes: circles, squares, and long, narrow rec-

tangles. The largest dimension of any of these apertures will be less than 20 J
cm to insure that the exclusion volume is large enough to satisfy theoretical

requirements, yet small enough to be unaffected by the aperture panel mounting

hardware inside the enclosure. Apertures of various size will be used (e.g.,

circular apertures of 18, 12, and 6 cm diameter).

Measurements will also be made for apertures which are loaded (i.e.,

covered) in various ways. This includes mesh screen with bonded and unbonded

intersections, waveguide-beyond-cutoff devices of various length and with

varying cross-sectional complexity (e.g., single cylindrical tube, array of

tubes, honeycomb panels), and panels constructed of composite materials. The

composite materials used are restricted to those which have a significant

amount of conducting material, primarily graphite epoxy. If the composite

material is anisotropic (i.e., if the measurement is sensitive to the orienta-

tion of the composite panel), then several orientations will be used in order

to insure that the maximum coupling configuration has been investigated. The

experiments must also investigate the properties of different methods of

bonding the composite panel to the edges of the aperture.
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Coupling parameters for apertures in the form of seams or joints will also

be measured but the gasketted hatch associated with the aperture panel may

afect the measurement. The measurements will be most appropriate for test,

joints which are much more leaky than the double row of gaskets used on the

aperture panel.

c. Experimental procedure--The experiment consists of four basic test

activities: test preparation, preliminary measurements, aperture coupling

measurements, and data analysis. Each of these activities is necessary to

fulfill the objectives of the work.

(1) Test preparation activities--The preparation activities required

for this experiment are the following:

* Choice of test parameters, which includes the sources, the
test volume, and the location of sensors

0 Pretest prediction of test results using the chosen test
configurations

* Choice of sensors, probes, and instrumentation

* Development of procedures for data gathering, recording, and
processing-

While the analysis in Section I requires that the experiments be performed

in the frequency domain, it is recommended that both swept frequency CW

sources and pulsed sources be used in these experiments. Since one of the

implied objectives of this effort is the establishment of new standard test

techniques for enclosures, both time-domain and frequency-domain test sources

must be considered at this stage of the development. An additional impetus

for using both types of sources is the fact that frequency-domain and time-

domain data yield different insights regarding coupling, which will be of

value to the analyst. A theoretical basis for understanding aperture coupling

in the time domain is discussed in Reference 12.

The basic test configurations are defined in Figures 19 and 20. The wire-

to-wire coupling experiment may be able to be performed in a laboratory envi-

ronment with minimal interference from extraneous conductors in the labora-

tory. The field-to-wire experiments may require a separate isolated test

volume such as the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) Characterization of

Antennas and Test for Entry Simulator (ACHATES), described in Reference 13,

which provides a source environment which is not influenced by extraneous
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conductors. In the absence of an ACHATES environment, a configuration similar

to that of Figure 26 can be considered. A small transmission line (either

parallel plate or rhombic) can be erected over the illuminated face of the

enclosure. Reference 14 discusses the properties of these types of environ-

ments. It should be noted that, while the laboratory environments of Figure

26 may not be directly relatable to all types of plane wave excitation in free

space, the short-circuit surface fields at the closed aperture (s and s
sc sc

can be measured and can be used in the formulations of Section I and Reference

12.

The short-circuit surface fields at the aperture location are dependent

upon the properties of the incident field (e.g., angles of incidences and

polarization), upon the physical parameters (size, shape, orientation) of the

conducting surface on which the aperture is located, and upon the geometric

parameters characterizing nearby conducting objects (such as structural metal

in the laboratory). As a result, it is not possible to reproduce exactly the

environment of EMP in a laboratory configuration like that shown in Figure

26. In spite of this limitation, the configuration in the figures does permit

several important objectives of the measurement program to be achieved--

namely, the evaluation of the effectiveness of aperture treatments and the

verification of the theoretical models of Section I and Reference 12.

The sensors and instrumentation must be chosen to be compatible with the

source amplitudes and with the desired range of frequencies. Procedures for

gathering, recording, and processing the data must be established so that the

data base can be accessed easily and used intelligently. It is recommended

that, as a minimum, Polaroid photographs of the frequency-domain and time-

domain data be obtained, at least in this first series of experiments. These

photographs are valuable for trouble-shooting and they provide instant access

to the measured data. The use of transient digitizers and computer tape

storage may also be desired for these experiments, but this may not allow

instant access to the data.

It is recommended that pretest activities include the prediction of the

test results to the extent possible. While these predictions are not a

requirement for performing the experiments, the exercise will be extremely

valuable for the analysis of the data and will aid in the selection of probes

and other elements of the instrumentation system (e.g., amplifiers and

attenuators).
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TRANS ITION PARALLEL TERMINATION

PULSE OR CW SECTION ATSEIO
SOURCE

LOADED OR UNLOADED
APERTURE

SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW

Figure 26. Alternative to ACHATES for field-to-wire coupling
environment.
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(2) Preliminary measurements--Before obtaining measurements with the

various -loaded and unloaded apertures, the test personnel should make the

following preliminary measurements:

* Field mapping of the empty test environment for the field-
to-wire coupling experiments, including measurement of the
surface fields and their time-derivatives at the center of
the aperture locations with the aperture closed (i.e.,
shorted).

* Internal measurements with the aperture shorted as specified
in Figures 19 and 20.

(3) Aperture coupling measurements--The wire-to-wire and bowl-to-bowl

aperture coupling measurements should be made as described in Figure 19. The

diameter of the exclusion region volume should be at least as large as the

largest dimension of the aperture being tested. The problem of determining

the size of the exclusion volume has not been solved exactly, but recent

analyses have provided guidelines for addressing this question (Refs. 15 and

16). The exclusion volume is required so that the aperture polarizabilities

implied by the measurements are dependent only upon the parameters of the

aperture and not upon interactions between the aperture and the wiring inside.

The analysis of Reference 14 indicated the quantitative effects of these

interactions on the equivalent aperture polarizabilities.

Measurements should also be made with the sensing circuits located inside
the original exclusion volume, as shown in Figure 27. While this configura-

tion does not satisfy the conditions of the analysis in Section I (where the

sensing circuits are assumed to be located far enough away from the aperture

so that mutual interactions are negligible), the measurements described in

Figure 27 will allow the development of upper bound predictions for many

realistic situations in which an adequate exclusion volume cannot be applied.

The field-to-wire and field-to-bowl aperture coupling measurements should

be made as described in Figure 20. Measurements should also be made with

smaller exclusion volumes, as shown in the examples of Figure 28.

These measurements should be made for unloaded apertures of various sizes

and shapes, as discussed earlier, and for a variety of loaded apertures (e.g.,

wire mesh, waveguide-beyond-cutoff, and composite panel loading). Aperture

panels containing seams and joints should also be tested, subject to the

condition that the test seams and joints leak more than the aperture panel
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gaskets. An alternative method for evaluating seams and joints is to use

sensing circuits which measure only local seam leakage. An example of this

type of measurement is the- use of small leak detectors (or seam-sniffers)•

located very close to the test seams but relatively far from the gasketted

seams along the periphery of the aperture panel. The measurements will not

necessarily allow a rigorous quantitative description of the test seam, but

they do permit a comparison between the test seam leakage and the leakage

through the aperture panel seams.

(4) Data analysis--Equations 41 through 43 should be used in the

analysis of the measured data for unloaded apertures. The ratios defined on

the left-h.:id side of these equations should be compared to the approximations

given on the right-hand sides. Measurements on apertures loaded with wire

mesh should be compared to the expressions developed in Reference 17. These

comparisons should be made for each type of exclusion volume used in the

experiments.

d. Instrumentation requirements--The sensors and instrumentation

described in Section II-2d should also be used for the aperture coupling

experiments. These experiments will require additional surface field probes

equivalent to those described below:

* Wideband B-dot sensors

* Wideband D-dot sensors equivalent to EG&G models HSD-3(R), HSD-
S3(R), or ACD-SI(R)

* Integrators with time constants of the order of 1 Vs

* Video amplifier equivalent to EG&G Model AVA-100

4. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A SHIELDED ENCLOSURE

A. Purpose--The purpose of the experiment described in this section is:

* To characterize the electromagnetic shielding performance of a
simple enclosure

* To evaluate the relative effectiveness of alternate hardening
methods for POEs

* To verify the predictions of the theoretical model developed in
Section I

* To determine the sensitivity of the theoretical predictions to
variations in normalization impedance and normalization length as
defined in Section I.
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The theoretical upper bound of the combined voltage* which may be induced

anywhere within a shielded enclosure will be calculated for various configura-

tions and combinatons of aperture and line penetrations into a shielded volume-

as described in Sections 11-2 and 11-3. This theoretical value will then be

checked by comparing it to measured values of combined voltage in order to

verify that is indeed an upper bound, and to check the tightness or relative

magnitude of the bound compared to the actual value. In addition, since the

normalization impedance and the normalization length (see Sec. I for defini-

tions) are not well-defined quantities for most aperture and conductor

arrangements, the values assigned to these parameters will be varied to deter-

mine the sensitivity of the theoretical prediction to their variations.

b. Scope--This experiment will consist of the electromagnetic excitation

of two prototype metal enclosures (a double walled and a single walled), and

measurement of the combined voltage at selected locations within these enclo-

sures. The excitations will include CW electromagnetic field illumination in

appropriate simulators, such as AFWL Los Alamos electromagnetic pulse calibra-

tion and simulation (ALECS) facility, and CW direct drive near POEs as illus-

trated schematically in Figure 29. Each enclosure will be placed in various

orientations within the simulator to ensure maximum penetration into the

interior volume. During direct drive excitation both the aperture and line

penetrations may be driven, either simultaneously or in sequence, using port-

able radiators such as FINES near the apertures and using current and/or

voltage sources to drive line penetration.

c. Procedure--The combined voltage at various positions within an experi-

mental enclosure will be measured while it is being externally excited by

field illumination and/or direct drive at the POEs. Various combinations of

internal electronic configurations inside the enclosure will be tested. This

will include different types of electronics to act as load impedances (i.e.,

ZL in Fig. 30), a variety of internal cable routes, and a variety of load

positions within the enclosure. Combined voltage measurements will be taken

for all these conditions to determine the range of values for a given set of

The combined voltage is V + ZI, where V, I, and Z are the voltage, current,
and normalization impedance, respectively.
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excitations. These measured values can then be compared to the calculated

values (described in Section II-4d) to corroborate the theoretical analysis

and/or suggest possible improvements. This procedure for measuring the com-

bined voltage will be repeated for various combinations of POEs. Three

replaceable panels (Fig. 30) allow different types of aperture and line pene-

trations to be installed on the experimental enclosure. This permits a large

variety of difterent types and arrangements of line and aperture penetrations

to be tested. Some of the different possibilities are:

(1) Aperture penetrations

. Different sizes and shapes (e.g., circle, square, rectangle)

0 Seams and narrow slots

* Apertures in graphite composite material

* Different aperture orientations

. Apertures with different treatments (e.g., wire mesh, con-
ducting film)

(2) Line penetrations

* Shielded/unshielded conductors

* Coaxial cables with different grounding schemes -

* Hollow tubes

* Different conductors and/or penetration geometries

a Power lines and signal lines

0 Treated/untreated penetrations (e.g., using filters, dielec-
tric insertion devices, waveguides below cutoff with/without
fiber optics, etc.)

A value for the upper bound of the combined voltage will be calculated and

then compared to the measured data for each different POE configuration and

prescribed excitation condition. The shielding performance of the enclosure

for many different configurations will thus be determined and the usefulness

of the theoretical model will be evaluated. In addition, by performing these

measurements using different hardening schemes for the POEs, the relative

effectiveness of each scheme can oe determined. Similar data will be gathered

using both the double-walled and the single-walled enclosures. The data will

then be compared so that all similarities and differences may be identified.

Comparisons will also be made between data taken using different excitation

schemes (e.g., direct drive, free field, etc.).
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Figure 31. Two enclosure configurations.

Another class of enclosure configurations which will be tested and evalu-

ated consists of the two experimental enclosures connected together via a

shielded cable to form one continuous shielded volume, as shown in Figure

31. This is a commonly encountered- interconnect arrangement which can be

found in many electronic systems. The experimental procedure in this case is

the same as that described above for a single enclosure, except that in this

case there are many more combinations and permutations of POEs, and a larger

• variety of internal rearrangements of electronic components which can be

tested.

d. fiscussion--The BLT* equation which relates the combined voltage

vector, V s is given in Section I as

. where A. is the identity matrix, and is the scattering matrix at the shield

surfaces. Using the good shielding approximation an upper bound can be calcu-

lated for the combined voltage inside the enclosure following the procedure

described in Section I. However, to do so the scattering matrix elements and

the source terms must first be determined. The former can be obtained

This acronym is formed from the first letters of the surnames of the
originators of this particular equation, namely, Drs. Baum, Liu, and Tesche.
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experimentally by the procedure described in Section I for the various POE

arrangements of Sections 11-2 and 11-3, while the latter can be determined

from measurements of the short-circuit currents and open-circuit voltages at-

line penetrations, and from measurements of short-circuit electric and mag-

netic fields at apertures. For the relatively simple topology of a single

enclosure, the actual value of combined voltage for any given internal

electronic configurations and prescribed excitation can also be calculated.

This can be done rigorously and also by using the good shielding approxima-

tion, thus providing a theoretical test of the good shielding approximation as

well as a tightness measure for the upper bound calculation using the norm

concept. The utility of these calculations can then be evaluated by compari-

son to the measured values of combined voltage.

In order to perform these calculations, certain values must be arbitraily

assigned to the normalization impedance and the normalization length described

in Section I. These parameters can only be specified adequately enough for

measurement in highly idealized cases and therefore generally cannot be mea-

sured. Consequently the assigned values will be varied in the calculations

performed in order to determine the sensitivity of the combined voltage, as

well as its upper bound, to this variation.

e. Instrumentation requirements--The instrumentation described in

Sections 11-2 and 11-3 may also be used for the measurements described above.

No new equipment will be required.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The experiments described in Section II are designed to provide certain

parameters involved in a theoretical model that was developed for analysis of

the shielding performance of an enclosure. Experimental techniques and proce-

dures are given. No difficulties in performing these experiments are fore-

seen. No conclusions can be drawn at this time about the experiments, but it

is expected that the results of the experiments will be useful in studying the

shielding performance of an enclosure.
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III. SPECIFICATIONS FOR SHIELDED ENCLOSURES

1. INTRODUCTION

This section documents the results of the third phase of an effort to

characterize quantitatively the shielding performance of a metal enclosure.

The first-phase effort was a theoretical analysis that modeled the inter-

action between the electronics inside such an enclosure and an electromagnetic

excitation (Ref. 18). In the second phase, experiments were identified for

testing the accuracy of the model and furnishing a measure of the shielding

performance of the enclosure (Ref. 18). In the third phase, specifications

for such a shielded enclosure were developed. Two enclosures have been con-

structed, one with a single-layer topology and the other with a double-layer

topology. This section gives details on the specification and construction of

these enclosures.

? GENERAL SPECIFICATION OF ENCLOSURE

a. Dimensions--The outside dimensions of the two enclosures are 4 ft

wide, 6 ft long, and 5 ft high. Each has three plain sides and three sides

with removable panels, approximately 2 ft by 2 ft. A perspective view of the

enclosure is shown in Figure 32. Three generic panels are shown; the hidden

sides are continuous sheet metal. Panel A is an aperture panel, B is an

access panel, and C is a connector panel. Details of these panels are given

in Section 11-3. The panels are arranged as indicated in the figure: A is

centered on the top, B is off center towards the bottom and towards the con-

nectors panel, and C is centered from side to side, but as close to the bottom

of the enclosure as possible (which is about 4 in from the bottom of the

panel).

b. Materials--Three materials were considered for the construction:

aluminum, stainless steel, and galvanized steel. The contract required opti-

mizing durability, weignt, and cost, while maximizing shielding effective-

ness. Differences in the shielding effectiveness between the three materials

are negligible in the sense that they all provide well in excess of 120 dB of

attenuation from 10 kHz to 100 MHz for the material thickness needed -or

mechanical strength (see below).
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Figure 32. General view of shielded enclosure; all panels are interchangeable.

Aluminum was chosen to be the optimum material for the construction of the

enclosures. It is easy to weld, light weight, durable, reasonably corrosion

resistant, and has high conductivity. Stainless steel would have been easy to

weld, and would be more corrosion resistant, but it would have lower conduc-

tivity than aluminum and would be heavier. Galvanized steel would offer

somewhat higher shielding of low-frequency magnetic fields; however, it is

difficult to weld because of toxic fumes released in the process. Of the

three materials, stainless steel is the most expensive, followed by aluminum,

with galvanized steel the least expensive. Since the matarial cost is small,

it was not a deciding factor.

A lightweight nonconductive material was needed to separate ,the two walls

in the double-wall enclosure. A rigid foam (Dow Chemical Company Styrofoam

IB) was chosen for that purpose. This material has a dielectric constant of

approximately one, which is a, additional advantage.
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THICKNESS: 0.125 in. for single wall
0.0625 in. for double wall

A - 24.0 in

8 21.8 in

C - 21.5 in

A: Exterior panel o - 19.3 in
B: Exterior opening
C: Interior panel wall only
0: Interior opening -

4 ,Panhead screws

Spotweld every 3 in spaced no more

Foam separator Cotinuouswed

0Thickness: 2 in

Grooves to accomodate
standard 3/16 in by 3/16 in
knitted wire mesh gasket

Figure 33. Construction detail of test panel closure. -

c. Construction--The enclosures were continuously TIG*-welded at all 12

edges. The thickness of the material was chosen to be 0.125 in for the

single-wall and 0.0625 in for the double-wall enclosure. For mechanical

strength, thinner material might have sufficed, but would have been difficult

to weld. Diffusion of electromagnetic energy through the walls of the enclo-

sure is negligible, and the enclosures were expected to pass the MIL-STD-285

tests.

Particular attention was paid to the design of the openings to accommodate

the various panels. The design detail of this is shown in Figure 33 for the

double-wall enclosure. The design of the single-wall enclosure is identical,

except that the material thickness of the sheet metal is twice the thickness

Tungsten inert gas
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shown in the figure. The L-shaped welded member serves both as a reinforce-

ment and as a gasket holder. Dual gaskets were used to ensure that leakage at

the panel edges was minimized. Knitted wire mesh (without a foam core) was

chosen as a gasket. Tinned copper-clad steel is considered to be the optimum

gasket material for this application. It combines high shielding effective-

ness with good corrosion resistance and good resiliancy. Compatibility with

aluminum in a normal atmosphere is good. Other materials are available;

however, although they may excel in one particular parameter, none offers the

optimum combination of characteristics that tinned copper-clad steel has for

this application. It should be noted that the groove is a standard size, and

rectangular gaskets are readily available in many different materials with and

without foam core. If the enclosures are to be used temporarily in a high-

humidity environment, a different material may be necessary because of corro-

sion problems. It might be desirable to use an elastomer as the outer gasket

to achieve a complete environmental seal.

The panhead screws that fasten the panels are spaced less than 3 in apart.

Screws with different heads may be used if desired, with the exception of

countersunk heads. These require precision holes if interchangeability of the

panels is to be maintained. Furthermore, the wall thickness of the

double-wall enclosure is insufficient to accommodate a countersunk screw

head. Steel rivet nuts were used in the frame instead of threading the frame

directly. These rivet nuts are expected to last much longer than threads in

aluminum; thread stripping is virtually eliminated. The possibility for a

rivet nut to become loose is remote since each nut is pressed into the frame

and expanded with a special tool.

The construction of the two enclosures is the same, except as already

noted. The insides are, in general, plain. A few bolts are welded to the

sides to attach soldering lugs and a flange is located opposite the connector

panel (Fig. 32) to accommodate the pipe used in some of the experiments (Ref.

19).

3. PANEL CHARACTERISTICS

A major design goal was to keep the cost for the replaceable panels low.

This has been achieved at the expense of a slightly more complicated design of

the reinforcement of the panel opening. Each panel consists of a square piece
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Honeycomb Round Aperture Rectangular Slot
(3 different diameters) (3 different widths)

000

000

Array of Round Apertures dire Mesh Flange for Conduit
'Various Sizes)

Figure 34. Examples of test panels.

of sheet metal with the holes around the perimeter to fasten the panel to the

enclosure. All panels on the outside walls have the same width, but not the

same thickness: panels for the single-wall enclosure are 0.125 in thick;

those for the double-wall enclosure are 0.0625 in thick. The panels used for

the inside wall in the double-wall enclosure are smaller than the other panels

so that they can be attached from the outside (see Fig. 33).

Many different panels were constructed from sheet metal. Figure 34 illus-

trates some of these panels.

a. Honeycomb--Waveguides beyond cutoff are well known and widely used,

either as a single waveguide for small apertures, or as a collection of wave-

guides for large apertures. This panel has a square opening, about 30 cm

wide, filled with an array of waveguides beyond cutoff with 0.125 in hexagonal

holes. The honeycomb material extends only on one side of the panel. Since

the panels are reversible, tests can be made either with a flush surface or

with the honeycomb protruding from the surface.

b. Circular aperture--Circular apertures are common in aircraft sys-

tems. Three circular-aperture panels were provided with each enclosure.

These panels had aperture diameters of 5, 10, and 20 cm. A large body of
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analysis exists concerning the electromagnetic properties of circular

apertures in this application (Ref. 10). This analysis will aid in

understanding measured data.

c. Rectangular slot--Rectangular slots (or slits) are also common in

aircraft systems. Again, it is desirable to test three different sizes.

Setting the length to a constant 40 cm, and the widths to 2, 4, and 8 cm,

gives three different slot ratios of 20, 10, and 5. Testing the slots in the

double wall would be very difficult, since it is not known at this time how to

predict the performance of the slots in the two walls. Therefore, rectangular

slot panels were provided for the single-wall enclosure only.

d. Array of holes--It is common practice to drill an array of many holes

of the same size in an equipment enclosure for air circulation and ventila-

tion. Therefore, a panel should be tested with an array of holes. One panel

4ith nine holes of 5 cm diameter and spaced 15 cm apart in a 3 by 3 matrix

form was constructed. Other patterns may be developed at a later stage. This

panel was provided for the single-wall enclosure only.

e. Wire mesh--Apertures in shielded enclosures are frequently covered

with wire mesh to regain some of the shielding while still permitting air

circulation. Many different kinds of mesh are available that can be tested in

a single panel with a round aperture of 20-cm diameter. This panel was made

of brass, so that any mesh can be soldered to the panel.

f. Connector panel--Unlike the aperture panels, only one connector panel

was prepared (in addition to the plain one). This connector panel was

designed to accommodate a conduit specified for some of the experiments (Ref.

19), and to accommodate one to connect the two enclosures when it is desired

to use the double-wall enclosure as an instrumentation box and the single-wall

enclosure as the test object. Two 12-ft sections of conduit (2-in outside

diameter) were provided.

9. Composite materials--Kevlar, graphite epoxy, and other composite

' materials not shown are widely used in the aircraft industry for doors, access

* hatches, and so forth. A Kevlar panel does not give much more insight into

coupling problems than does removal of a panel (Kevlar is a dielectric).

However, graphite epoxy has moderate conductivity (about 10 kS/m), and a

standard panel of this material was fabricated and delivered.
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h. Access panel--THe access panel is a plain panel with no holes other

than those required for fastening. A few spare plain panels were also pro-

vided.

i. Panel to test seams--It has been proposed that a panel be fabricated

to test a variety of seams with and without gaskets. While this is feasible,

it should be noted that the enclosures were not designed to test seams, and

any conclusions drawn from such tests would, therefore, have to be interpreted

with caution. A special fixture to test seams in a well-defined environment

was constructed by SRI International (SRI) several years ago. The design of

the fixture and the testing of commonly used seam designs are discussed in

Reference 20.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Two shielded enclosures were designed, fabricated, tested, and delivered

3 AFWL in accordance with contractual requirements. The two enclosures are

identical on the outside, but one has a single-layer topology, while the other

has a double-layer topology. Several replaceable panels were made to test

various aperture treatment techniques.

The qualification tests of the enclosures are described in Section IV.
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IV. QUALIFICATION TESTS FOR SHIELDED ENCLOSURES

1. INTRODUCTION

This section discusses the qualification tests performed with the two

shielded enclosures described in Section I1. Two kinds of tests were per-

formed to comply with the contractual requirements: (1) measurements accord-

ing to MIL-STD-285 (Ref. 2) and (2) one additional test with transmission

lines, which was selected from several possible alternatives.

The tests according to MIL-STD-285 were performed because this is the only

military standard for testing shielded enclosures. The purpose of performing

a test in addition to MIL-STD-285 was to investigate alternative methods of

defining and measuring shielding effectiveness to circumvent the shortcomings

of MIL-STD-285. The additional test affirmed some key ideas: (1) attempting

to measure diffusion through a solid wall of metal is, in practice, impossible

if the wall is tens of skin-depths thick and (2) as a corollary, the weak

points of a shielded enclosure, such as seams, apertures, and penetrations,

need to be tested.

Also considered was a test where the enclosures would be immersed in the

near field of a commercial broadcast antenna. The field strengths inside and

outside of the enclosure would then be compared. (This test was not per-

formed.) A similar test could be performed after delivery to AFWL using the

ALECS simulator facility.

2. MIL-STD-285 TESTS

The MIL-STD-285 tests were performed for the single-wall enclosure in

accordance with the standard at 150 kHz, 1 MHz, 18 MHz, and 400 MHz. The

results are shown in Table 1. The experimental setup was as shown in the

standard (Ref. 2).

TABLE 1. MIL-STD-285 TEST RESULTS

Minimum
Insertion Loss

Frequency Antenna (dB)

150 kHz Loop (12 in diameter) 87
200 kHz Dipole (41 in long) 113
1 MHz Dipole (41 in long) (see text)

18 MHz Dipole (41 in long) 100
400 MHz Folded dipole (1/2 wavelength) 100
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The enclosure thus passes the MIL-STD-285 requirements, which are 70 dB

insertion loss for the loop antenna and 100 dB for all other antennas. At 1

MHz, the signal was buried in the noise, because the dynamic range in this.

case was limited to 90 dB (no receiver preamplifier was available at this

frequency). The tests were not repeated with the double-wall enclosure since

that enclosure is much better than the single-wall enclosure.

It should be noted that the test is not really suitable for a small enclo-

sure. The standard was written to test large commercial RF-shielded rooms.

However, there are shortcomings in the standard even for large enclosures.

The system designer needs to know how a source on one side of the shield

interacts with a circuit on the other side of the shield. Measurement of this

insertion loss when the shield is placed between two loops or other antennas

does not provide this information, except in the unique case where the source

is the transmitting loop and the circuit is the receiving loop. In the more

likely cases where the source is a lightning strike, a power transient, a

broadcast radio wave, or the nuclear EMP and the circuit is some digital

electronics or radio receiver inside the shielded enclosure, the circuit

response cannot be evaluated from the insertion loss measured in accordance

with MIL-STD-285.

It- could be argued that MIL-STD-285 requires that the minimum insertion

loss be measured and that the interaction can therefore be bounded by assuming

that the minimum insertion loss applies throughout the space inside the

shield. Unfortunately, this bound is not valid. The test excitation of the

shield is not representative of the operational excitation. Below 100 MHz,

the operational excitation of the shield is almost always dominated by the

currents induced on long power, signal, and ground cables that then flow onto

the shield wall. A proper simulation of this would be to inject current on

these cables and then to measure some internal response to this current.

Above 100 MHz, RF attenuation on cables is large, but aperture coupling is

efficient. Hence, it is important that apertures (cracks, seams, vents, etc.)

be properly excited in this frequency range. Unfortunately, this is difficult

to do because the shield structure, aperture spacings, and interaction dis-

tances are electrically large. Consequently, phasing and directional effects

tend to dominate the interaction process. Spot illumination, as prescribed by

MIL-STD-285, does not reveal the importance of these phased-array effects.
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3. TRANSMISSION LINE TEST

A 50-i transmission line was constructed over the top of the enclosure to

excite the aperture test panel (Fig. 35). The line consisted of copper tape

0.75 in wide which was insulated from the enclosure by 0.25 in of polyethylene

material. On the inside, a sensing line was constructed with RG 174 cable ..-

(using the shield only). Both lines were checked for reflections with a time-

domain reflectometer, and the characteristic impedances of both lines were

found to be within 5 percent of 50 Q.

The results obtained with the single-wall enclosure are shown in Figure

36. Curve 1 shows the coupling when the gasket is removed from the panel

mounting joint. Above about 10 MHz the coupling increases with frequency at a

rate of 20 dB/decade, which is typical for apertures and riveted or bolted

joints. Curve 2 shows the result with the RF-gasket in place. Below 1 MHz

there is no systematic difference between curves I and 2. The effect of the

gasket can be clearly seen at frequencies above 1 MHz.

Curve 3 shows measurements obtained with the transmission lines mounted on

a side face without a panel. To some extent, this curve shows the limits of

the measurement setup and the available dynamic range. This is because at

S1MHz the material is 30 skin-depths thick, which amounts to more than 260 dB

of attenuation by diffusion alone. For practical purposes, this has to be

considered infinite attenuation. That a signal was actually detected indi-

cates the effect of coupling between the input and output lines along paths

other than directly between the two transmission lines. In this particular

measurement, one of these coupling paths was via instrumentation cables enter-

ing an opened access panel on one face of the box.

Additional tests were performed that were not required by the work state-

ment: a test with a wide transmission line (but still 50 Q) on the single-

wall enclosure for comparison with the results from the narrow line used in

the test described above, and another narrow-line test with the double-wall

enclosure. The results of both tests are shown in Figure 37. Great care was

taken in both cases to ensure that the topology of the shielded enclosure was

not compromised, i.e., all panels were closed.

The wide transmission line for the single-wall enclosure was 50 cm wide

and 10 cm high, tapered, and terminated at the end in 50 Q. The results
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COPPER TAPE.
0.75 in WIDE

~DIELECTRIC
INSU LATION

OUTSIDE w °°"
ENCLOSURE
WALL

, RG 174 (outer conductor)

(a) Enlarged cross section of transmission lines (impedance: 50 a).

50 nQ TERMINATION

PART OF SEAM
/ ~UNDER TEST ..

ENCLOSURE

- TEST PANEL,..

THIS END DRIVEN WITH
so-l SIGNAL GENERATOR

(b) Top view of transmission line.

Figure 35. Transmission line test setup.
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-1 - RF gasket removed (transmnission lines over- 2jj -
24 Z aperture test panel)
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over aperture test panel)
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Figure 36. Attenuation of single-wall enclosure.

Curve 1: noise level in closed single-wall enclosure
Curve 2: noise level in closed double-wall enclosure
Curve 3: panel bolts loosenred on single wall
Curve 4: panel bolts loosened on double wall (Note: no

RF qaskets were used for double-wall enclosure)
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Figure 37. Attenuation of single- and double-wail enclosure.
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indicate that the single-wall box has a much better performance than the

curves in Figure 36 suggest. No attempt was made in those earlier tests to

close apertures other than the panel under test, and hence a significant.

amount of direct cable-coupling was possible.

The double-wall enclosure tests (with the same narrow line used before)

confirmed the expectation that the double-wall panels are better than the

single-wall panel. All measurements were taken with the RF-gaskets removed

from both panels under test, yet the performance of the double-wall panel was

substantially better than the single wall with gasket (compare Figs. 36 and

37).

Some caution is necessary when comparing these figures because the setups

were not the same. Note in Figure 37 when the enclosures were properly sealed

(i.e., panel bolts were tightened), that no signal could be measured other

than the noise inherent in the setup. However, the noise level is consider-

ably lower than in the tests first performed with the single-wall enclosure.

Also, when the panel under test was loose, the induced voltage appeared to be

proportional to the square root of frequency.

The curves of Figure 37 refer to the following conditions: (2) noise

level with closed single-wall enclosure, (2) noise level with closed double-

wall enclosure, (3) panel bolts loosened on single-wall, and (4) panel bolt

loosened on double-wall (no RF gaskets were used for double-wall panels).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Both enclosures pass the requirements of MIL-STD-285. In fact, the inser-

tion loss of the enclosures meets the more stringent requirements stated in

the contract of 120 dB from 10 Hz to 100 MHz, if insertion loss is measured

with a parallel-plate transmission line (see Fig. 37). Further work is neces-

sary to determine whether the transmission line test can be developed into a

useful alternative to MIL-STD-285.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF SUPERMATRIX -QUATION

An aeronautic system can be described by a topological diagram which can,

in turn, be used to construct a corresponding interaction sequence diagram

(Fig. 1). An interaction sequence diagram consists of vertices and edges.

The vertices represent surfaces and layers (volumes) in the topological dia-

gram and the edges indicate how the electromagnetic signals transport. There

are voltages and currents on the edges which satisfy the familiar transmis-

sion-line equations. The voltages and currents are coupled in the transmis-

sion-line equations. This complexity can be avoided by introducing the

following combined voltages (Fig. A-i)

( Ln , (V\ )) z )u ' ( )
n )U cn,m )

(V ' ( (Z ) ( '11 )
. )V "V r i - Z ) * (I A
v *n j c nm u

With the combined voltages as the dependent variables, the transmission-line

equations become uncoupled and are given as

" )U • - + ( ' emD
'; (Vn) = -(c )u (V n ) j  s(V "jdzU nm rn

*49 (A-2)
d (V temo

( v ( c )u " v "S Vr)
dz n,m n

nI tem p  nd(n' tem p aeds
where (c )U is the propagation matrix, (s ) and ( )t are disScnm ,mn 5

tributed combined voltage source vectors given by (Fig. A-2)
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Figure ' "gn conventions for real voltages and currents used ."or th- e
:omioned voltage definition.
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Figure A4-2. SIgn conventions 'For the real voltages and currents used for a
temporary combined source voltage definition.
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(V temp(v -, ) . ()uSn U n U nmn .S

i tem p V ( n ( (ISn (A-3)

n t ( (U cn, ) . sn

The superscript "temp" indicates that these are temporary definitions and that

a different combined voltage source vector will be defined later. Equation

A-2 clearly indicates that the combined voltages of the two oppositely propa-

gating waves still satisfy different differential equations. To unify these

two equations, another coordinate system, zv = xu - Zu is introduced for the

vectors involving zv (Fig. A-3)-. With this new set of coordinate systems

which has z = 0 and z = ju (z can be either zu or zv, and xu is the length of

the edge) indicating, respectively, the initiating and terminating points of

the wave, Equation A-2 becomes

( )u -(YC )u (Vn)u + ( sV ') u  (A-4)
u n,m n

Here u represents eitner wave on the edge and

Vs ) (V( 's + (Z )U . (I(+)') (A-5)
n sn 'u U' S~ n U

with (7w'') being positive when it increases with the wave propagating

s u

direction and ( being positive when it flows into the edge (Fig. A-4).
n

Equation A-4 can be solved to relate the combined %'-Itages at the wave

• terminating points (at zu = zu) to those at the wave initiating points (at z.

)= ). Under the assumption of short edge length (i.e., under the condition

that J9 ) [(u)j << I), the relation is simply
n ,m'

f U ((V ) + ((V ) (A-6)
k(z) (z) = (0) n
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Figure A-3. Sign conventions for the coordinate systems, real voltages, and
currents used in the combined voltage definition.
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Figure A-4. Sign conventions for the coordinate systems, real voltages, and
currents used in the combined source voltage definition.
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where ((VS is the combined voltage source supervector which is the inte-

gral of the corresponding distributed quantity along the edge.

Equation A-6 describes how the combined voltages vary along the edges.

Another equation is still needed to describe how the combined voltages behave

at the vertices. At a vertex, incident waves are scattered. The scattered ..-

waves are related to the incident waves through a scattering matrix (Ref.

A-I). Since the incident and scattered waves at a vertex are, respectively,

the terminating and initiating combined voltages on the edges connecting to

the vertex, the relationship is given by

(( V n) U) ((Sn,m ) uv ) D ((Vn )u ) (A

V (z ) = (0) u~ (zu = (zu)

T-i.at~ins A-6 and A-7 can then be combined to give

(n,muv Sn,m u,v n ui (z) (0)

" : ((S n,m)u,v) ( ((Vsn)U)(a8.

With the abbreviated symbol ((Vn) for ((n))I , this equation isn u n ul )=(0)
Equation 1. u
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APPENDIX B

TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS (MATRIX) FOR APERTURE PENETRATION

The source quantities of voltage and current on the wire in the outer

layer are needed to quantify the wire-to-wire interaction through an aper-

ture. Appropriate source reference quantities constructed from this voltage

and current must be used to define the transmission coefficients for such an

interaction mechanism. The transmission coefficients were defined in Section

1-2 using only the combined voltage

+ y(+)

of the incoming wave (with respect to the point where the wire penetrates or

is attached to the shield, see Fig. 4) on the wire in the outer layer as the

reference quantity. Alternative reference quantities are used in this appen-

dix for the definition.

Consider Figure B-1, where the internal wire is extended in both direc-

tions away from the aperture with arbitrary loads. This is a more general

configuration than shown in Figure 4. The equivalent circuit for the internal

wire of Figure B-i is given in Figure B-2. An alternative transmission matrix

using the combined voltages of both waves as reference quantities will now be

defined. The transmission matrix is given via

+ Z T T V + Z I lIi '

) I)- z
2-;2 zC9 2;2 /  1, ;2,L -,2;2,1 1 C, ;

RC1; C 1 1;)v(+) I *"

+ R1,1;2,2 0 ) (v1;2 1cI (.-I)

R?,2;2,2 2;2 c2 2;2/ BI

and q are used here instead of to distinguish them from the definition

given in Section [-2, and to specifically indicate that the transmission and

reflection quantities and X = 1, m = 1, and S = 2 are arbitrarily assigned.

Additional artificial wires connecting to the aperture node must be introduced
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VI

L 1;1 2;1 1

121;2 C 2 ;2  0

V2

igure B-i. Schematic of wires interacting through an aperture.

L 1;1 L12;

1 1;2

2 ;22

1;2 s22;2

Figure B-2. Schematic of equivalent circuit for the inner wire of schematic
shown in Figure B-i.
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to fit this definition into the overall scattering matrix formulation. The

transmission and reflection coefficients can be calculated using Equation

B-1. For example, 2,1;2,1 can be obtained by solving the circuit of Figure

B-2 by taking

2L :? and2L =2?L2; 2  c 2  L;1 C1

That is,

Tl: : 1,1;2,1 T 1,2;2,1

2,1 ;2 ,2;2,1

Zic 2 v S,1 +z'L2;2 s2,1 zc2 Vs2,1+z 2;2 s2,1

Z + Z ZL + Zc
L2;2  c2  2;2 2

(B-2)

Zcv 1  Z i -Z v + i s
2 2, Z1;2 2,1 " Z2 2,1 1;2 2,1

ZL  +z ZZL. +c :
L1;2  c 2  1;2 c2

3nd

z z - "
2;2  C2 1 ;2  c 2  (B-31,1 ;2,2 L; 2 ,2;2,2

L R2;2 L1;2 3. 2

Various natural matrix norms can be calculated for the transmission

matrix (T). For example,
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Z vs + 7 i 7 c v +"L s
c 2,1 'L i 2 s ,11 2 s 2,1 L ;2 s2,1; i ,

u(T)i = max 1 2

j;2 2

2 is 2 , for zLj; 2 = ®, j=1,2

2 v , for Z, = 0, j 1,2

- S.,11
maxI 2 vs  ; 2 , for ZL; O, ZL (-4)

2,1l sL 1;2 2;2

s V 2 1  + +s2 1  s,12,1 + ,1 v 2 , 11  + v s 2 ,1

(equal when v s real), for ZLj; 2  Z c 1,2

n 2,1 '2,1

and,

2Zc2 s2,1, 2 ;2 "2,1 , r2

112M ma - -; fo ZZL
=  'L;2  C 2  1 L

• ..- 1;2 c 2  1;2 Zi; ;

2 , for Z , 1, 2
S2 1  Lj; 2

2 vs  ,for 7 0, j 1, 2 (B-5)

J;22
• :: max , , 9r T j 1 , 2 '.
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The above consideration, of course, can be used for the wire-to-wire

aperture penetration configuration discussed in Subsection I-2c(l), i.e.,

Figure 3. For that configuration (taking X 1, a 2, a = 1), Equation B-I

reduces to

+) 7 f) I T IT IV(+ z

2;2 c2  2;2 2,1;2,1 1c 2,2;2,1 ;,- 'c

(B-6)

Then, in the norm (magnitude, for a scalar) sense,

V( + 3 1(+)l T Vi(+) z I,(2;12 c2  2;2 - 2,1;2,l 1;1 + c 1 1;

+ F2, 2;2 ,1  V "1 ;1 "c 1  1;1

+ T2 ; r vj I

;2 1;1 1 .

which agrees with Equation 10 where a transmission coefficient was defined
using only

b- I"
l1; 1  11 - 1;1- c;;

as the reference source quantity.

So far, the discussion in this appendix deals with the wire-to-wire aper-
ture penetration problem. The same procedure can be used for the field-to-
wire aperture penetration problem so that, instead of just aC-7 + Z 0 ]
both age t h Z I can be used for the transmission matrix definition. That

sc 0so sc
is, Equation B-8 is similar to Equation 8-.
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GLOSSARY

Indices (appeared as subscripts)

u or v wave index

X or n layer (volume) index

Z or ' sublayer index

T or T' elementary layer index

u or w' layer-part index (= 1, 2, 3)

.6 a or a' dual-wave index ( 1, 2)

n or m wire (POE) index

(CL;) - ; (T; £;x

Superscripts

(+) for true quantities (to be in contrast with combined
quantities)

(L) for line penetrations

(f) for field aperture penetrations

(i) aperture index

General matrix/vector symbols

matrix/vector symbol

( qeneralized dot product

• dot product

((A supermatrix whose element A is associated with n-wire
n,m u,v n,m;u,v

of u-wave and m-wire of v-wave

((B n)u) supervector whose element Bn;u is associated with n-wire of
u-wave

((M )u) identity supermatrix

n,m u,v

((OnM)uv) zero super-matrix

F -inverse of a matrix
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C01co jugate t,-aispose of a matri.

P( ) spectral radius of a matrix

( ii natural -natrix/vector norm

i( ) p-norm, o=1,2, ....
p

Symbols associated with EM topology and interactirn

VI, Z-sublayer in X-layer

S Z;;t,1, V surace separating Z-suhlayer in \-laver from V-sulM3ver' in
(x+l1 - layer

4 u-wave

V combined voltage on n-wire of u-waven;u

I(+) true voltaae, current on n-wire of u-wave
I;u' n;u

combined source voltage on .i-wire of u-wave
n~u

true s'ource voltage, source current on n-wire ot u-w'e

V scattering coefficient which .,atters cowbJien vontaoe 3n tn-
wire of v-wave into n-wire of j-iave
interaction supermatrix element = 1 -

=_* excitation supervector element, with

/r u n,m u,v )  V
n

SZ normalization imnedance .mat-ix ,or ji-. )n 4r
uv;n,m edqe containing j- in: ,-.ave -- ",roneCx.er

.,elta 4unction, 1 For iv, for

nor'nalization lenath used in fielG-zo-wi 'e iperturo
interaction

, true equivalent current source, voltage soJr:e on a wire

"s +i s;,-I in (X+i) - layer due to wire-to-wire [fielo-tu-wire]
'f' - aperture interaction, superscripts '+" have L)een

I. V neglected For simplicity for the field-to-wire interaction
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i v normalized equivalent current source, voltage| s~l,' s l, source on a wire in (X+I) - layer due to

r(f) v(f) interaction through an aperture from wire
SI v s [field] in X-layer, see Figures 2.3, 2.4 for

S+Is x definition

magnetic flux linkage, electric charge deoosited
e on wire due to wire-to-wire field-to-wireI

'-(f) -(f~ aperture interaction
LIm 9' %

Ot' ae magnetic, electric polarizability

sc' H sc ' J jsc short-circuited electric field, magnetic field,
surface charge density, surface current density

V* Oc' Isc open-circuited voltage, short-circuited current

input impedance, loading imoedance

radius of exclusion region or volume

r o 0wire radius

A effective aperture area

. magnetic flux penetration factor

m r"

• *..

4 " *1.%.
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